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A t Y e s te rd a y ’s C o n vo c a tio n
Set Goal at $3,700
Or $4 Per Student

Yesterday’s convocation featur-' ,, . . . . .
, , r*
.. r, .
,
solicitors in the drive to reach this
mg Miss Sigrid Stehr opened the gQal by Tucsdav
1950-51 Lawrence United Charities At a meeting of the solicitors
drive, which will last until Tues- Tuesday night, it was learned that
day. The goal set by the LU C for the average contribution of mem.. .
*
. . .
bers of the advisory board is $9.77.
th.s year >s *3700, or about four A,
time thl. ioUclto„
also
dollars per student. Gerald Flom, pledged their individual contribuLU C chairman will direct over 100 tions, which averaged about $"»
---- each.
‘‘The solicitors have been ade
quately familiarized with the reas
ons behind this goal, and will be
able to answer questions of stu
dents concerning the WSSF. and
Iwhat their money will be used for,”
Flom stated. “ The drive is now
WHBY to Broadcast
under way; we are counting on
the full co-operation of all the stu
Panels Each Sunday
dents to help us achieve our goal,”
This year the forensic team is he added,
presenting a series of debates and
Miss Stehr, who addressed Lawpanel discussions for the interest gentians on the need of continuing
, _
,
, .
w aid abroad, has been working with
of Lawrence students and faculty, foreign students in Germany. She
The discussions will be broadcast has attended the University of Chiby W H B Y . Every Sunday, starting cago and studied at the University
next month, a group of Lawrence
Berlin. At present she is workstudents will cliuose a subject of 'n^ ,IS a member^ of the traveling
general interest, and will present
the WSSF.
a
_ the many views that they possess.
The discussions will be varied from n f f i w fi\ A /
fifteen to thirty minutes in length. I # l
The series is to be limited to six
Directing the L a w r e n c e U n it e d Charities drive for fu n d s this w e e k ore these m e m b e r s of

Forensic Team
Gives Debates

From
Sal
* ee advisory board. F
r o m left to right are Cal
C al A
À t w o o d , Sally
Rideout, Jo a n
« t a n Jerry Flom , S u e Fry, G e o r g e C h a n d le r a n d D o n T e a s .

U b b i n k , Choir- ito
S S ^m»
,; , llZ
M V<ireceived
^ i v l î d by
k ” *m£Î
tations
are
well
the:

W O /T l S f l ,'

Coach Speaks

college and the community, the
list of topics may exceed the plan
ned six. A tentative list of topicSj Superstitions about Friday the 13
for discussion include: Welfare wilI ^ Ulrown o(f tonight when
state, Professionalism in sports. B rokaw hall entertains girls from
Communism in America, Heredity 0 rmsby, Lawe and Park at a mixvs. environment. Goals of educa- er in lhe Brokaw dining room.
tion. Big business, the American saarting at 8 p.m.
home. Inflation. Alliance of demo- Football Coach Bernie HeselUm
cratic nations. Happiness, Hoover spoke to Brokaw residents at their
report. Stream pollution, and In- weekiy house meeting last Wedneswhich started last year when the
Guest Editors Chosen
differcnt voters.
day night. He briefly outlined the
¡contract with Jimmy Dorsey was
In addition to this list of topics prospects for the coming season
To Edit August Issue
broken, because students felt that
there will be a few subjects that ancj ^old of Lawrence’s first home
this move would be an incentive Mademoiselle magazine has op-‘are of a humorous nature. It is the ¿ajVie tomorrow against*Grinnell
for alumni to contribute to the ‘on0<l lls anni,al contest for College hope of the forensic team that Aspirants for Brokaw offices will
Board members during the 1950-51 many new students will be attract- give short carnpajRn speeches at
The proposal to contract a big fund, which lacked about $75,000 cojieire year
led by this new program. All the ncxt Wednesdays houso meeting,
name band for the spring prom of being adequate. They were en
Membership in the
College students interested in such an acti- accordinR to Robert Schaupp, head
was voted down overwhelmingly
couraged in this move by the ad- Btiard is the first step in becom either. Mr. Schoenberger, assistant coungclor. offices open
to the
in yesterday’s convocation by 400
ing one of Mademoiselle’s twenty vity are requested to speak to froshman rrsidt.nts are president,
;
ministration.
votes. The tabulation showed 162
college “ Guest Editors," who professor of speech, fourth floor of vicc presldont and geCretary-treasThe subject again became an Is will he brought to New York next
voting in favor of the proposal,
Mam hall, or contact Allan Mink urcr
and 562 against it, for a total of sue this fall when the student exe June to help write and edit the at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house. !
'
_______
724 votes. This is about 78 per cutive committee prepared to allo- annual August college issue of
eent of the student bodv.
, . - . .
,
the magazine.
The issue had a background!cate f,lnds lo vonous campus or- The Guest Editors are selected
ganizations. It was necessary to de- [rom , he Col]egc ,Joard on the ba

N a m e B a n d V e to e d
B y T h u r s d a y 's V o t e

'Mademoiselle'
Opens Contest

Representatives
Approve Budget
Monday Night

Sunset Acquaints
termine whether students favored sis of three assignments given by Frosh With Club;
a big name band before alloting the magazine during the year. They
Modder Explains
money to the social committee. aro paid a regular salary for their

ßlU M aasid

Oct. 13, Friday
8-11
Brokaw Mixer
Broka%r
Saturday, Oct. 14
rr.»- . . .
,
. . 'month’s work, plus round-trip tran- October 6 at 4:30 p. m. the Sun-j Cross Country with Grinnell
The budget will be approved by
...
.
1
¡set club held an open meeting in
cvr- at
«* its
•» meeting
« ¡.-lur
I
sportation to New York
city,
Here
the SEC
Monday,
,
. _
J
1
While in New York, each Guest room 22, Main Hull to acquaint in Football
with Grinnell
Here
night.
Editor takes part in a full calen terested freshmen with the club.
4-5
I,WA Open House
Sage
The SEC decided to poll students
dar of activities designed to give
Arthur Modder, the president, ex 4 6
Phi Delt Open House
in the form of a referendum, beher a head start in her career. plained how admission to the club
Phi Delt House
Any sophomore wishing to be a cause the issue of a big name band
She interviews a celebrity in her was based on a point system.
Alpha Chi Formal
member of the Lawrentian editori- was irnportant enough to warrant chosen field to get advice on the Among some of the ways points 9 12
Valley Inn
. .
, .
,.
such action. Representatives felt
•i board should submit an applica- .. . ,
.
K
„
the education and training need may be obtained is through selling Sunday, Oct. IS
.,
.
...
.. . .
that freshmen as well as uppered and to ask about tips and tickets, working on stage crews,
tion to Editor-in-chief Anita Hig*1
Ree Dept Hike
classmen should be allowed to
gins before Tuesday, Miss Higgins
short cuts in reaching the top. and being in plays Although first
High Cliffs
vote; in a referendum they would
She also takes field trips to news semester freshmen are not eligible
announced today.
SAI-Phi Mu Picnic
have this opportunity.
Ted llill, former sophomore
paper offices, fashion work-rooms for dramatic parts in “ Hedda GabTelulah
member of the board, has been
radio stations, stores, advertising ler’’, they can work behind the
LA A - Aaron Boh rod
railed to the service and there
agencies and printing plants.
Iscenes in some capacity.
Art Center
fore will be unable to continue.
For further information see Miss
It was also brought out that the 3-5
Phi Tau Open House
The editorial board shapes the £
11 •
Wilma Shultz, dean of women, or Sunset club had joined the Art as-|
House
write to College Board Editor, Ma- sociation in a plan to present either 6 15-7
editorial policies of the Lawrentian.
SCA Bible Study Group
AH editorials marked from the ed
demoiselle, 122 East 42 street, New a speaker or foreign films for
Pres. Soc. Hall
itorial board must have the approv
York 17. New York.
Lawrentians every other Sunday.
'Must be in Before
7:00
SCA Vespers
al of three fourths of the board.
Presbyterian Church
October 3 1;' Hulbert
All others are initialed by the
8:00
Recital - C. Koch
Con.
authors.
Monday, Oct. 16
"Students who are interested in
Applicants should list their oth7
Beta Pledge Dinner
•r activities and also state their study abroad under the Fulbright
7
Greek Meetings
Act
must
submit
their
applications
reasons for wishing to become a
8:15
SEC
M H - II
member of the board, the editor before October 31” , Marshall Hul
Lawrence College Theatre
bert, Dean of administration an
«onimented.
Rehearsals start
t h e r "members of the editorial nounced today.
I As long as the thing Is now a perplexed Eve as in her left hand
Tuesday, Oct. 17
board are John Arbuthnot, Calvin
Eligibility requirements for stu- fait arc
it might as well she held a Ciirefully gilded apple
12:45
LW A
Dean’s Office
Atwood. John Gebert, Joyce Her- d*nts are 3 bachelor’s degree or be made official. Such is the par^ and in her right, a carefully gilded Wednesday, Oct. IK
ried Allan Mink. George Chandler. lts equivalent, sufficient knowledge tial function of any publication
12:45
WRA
Campus Gy in
Those few students who attended
* ^e symbolic innuendos are
5:45
Frosh Dinner Meetings
Arthur Modder, John Nelson and " { . ¿ ¡ ^ ^ ' “ Varry on s X ^ a n d the
relfclou, ..«vacation
la,, quite abvlou».
Miss Higgins.
7:00
C. Sc. Organization
research profitably, U.S. citizen- Thursday were hlessed with the The statue’s peculiar, sudden,
M H - 19
ship, and good health.
singularly astonishing apparition and rather astonishing appearance
Activity Tickets Ready
Two former Lawrence college of Eve Incarnate. . . .so to speak, puts one in mind of the story of >oursday, ficl, I.
Faculty Meet
“ Students who have not yet re- students are now studying in Eur- For that larger body of students Venus, who rose out of the waves
' 1 * am
ing
Con
eeived their student activities tick- ope under the plan; Miss Shirley who did attend the religious con- on a half-shell to a world awaiting,
8:15 p.m.
SAI
ets may pick them up at the lnfor- Hansen, who is studying in France, vocation but were humdry and as divinity and the immortal inmation window in the business of- and Miss Shirley Emmons Baldwin, subsequently passed by the sym- spiration oi endless artistic erea- Friday, Oct. 20
4:30
Faculty Meeting
flce.” said Robert French, admin- a former conservatory student who bolic “ piece de resistance” the tlon.
Art Center
latrative
assistant,
this week, is now' studying in Italy.
white, unclad statue of a woman
It Is rumored now that Mother
7:30
W R A G.vm Jam
“ Those tickets must bfe presented
Applicants for Fulbright scholar- (life si/e) was situated immediate- Fve has taken up residence In an
Alex. Gym
at tomorrow’s football game with ships should see Mr Hulbert to ly outside the chapel. It Is as- unknown corner of the fraternity
Gunnell," he added.
¡obtain their application blanks.
(sumcd that she represented the.quadrangle.

Hill's Vacancy
Leaves Soph
Board Opening

Fulbright Plan
sets ueaanne

Appearance of Eve Incarnate
Climaxes Religious Convocation

2 The Lowrention
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Organists to Hold
Concert in Chapel

L is te n

Mei W ill Discuss A sia
Associa At Next Convocation

Open House at Sage

The Lawrence Women’s
tion will hold an open house to
“Asia at the Crossroads” will be
“Out of love for mankind, and The newly organized Northeast- morrow at Russell Sage Hall im
the
subject of the convocation ad
out of despair at my embarrassing efn Wisconsin chapter of the Amer- mediately following the Grinnellsituation, seeing that I had accom- jcan GuUd of 0rganists lg spon. Lawrence football game. All stu dress by Dr. Y. P. Mei next Thurs
¡plished nothing and was unable to sQring Ug firft concert Sunday, dents and parents are invited.
day.
Mei is now on the faculty o<
make anything easier than it had 0ctober 22, at 8 p.m. at Memorial
already been made, and moved by Cha , The program will be pre- Frank Van Dusen in Chicago and Wabash college and last year was
a genuine interest in those who!
. ,
.. , .
_
with Marcel Dupre and Andre visiting professor of philosophy at
make everything easy, I conceived sente^ by Wilbur Held, a Fellow of
Marchai.
the University of Chicago. He 19
it my task to create difficulties the American Guild of Organists,
everywhere.” (Kierkegaard 1846) Mr. Held is head of the organ de- Held will play compositions by Chinese and came to the United
At first this may seem un- partment at Ohio State University Handel, Bach, Franck, Vierne, Del- States under the auspices of the
sound. Som e will doubt that gen
Chicago Council on Foreign Rela
and Is organist-choirmaster of the emarter and Sowerby.
uine love would m a k e difficult
This is the first of several free
ies everywhere for the object of Trinity Episcopal church in Colum concerts planned by the organ tions. During his life in the Orient,
that love but these people have bus, Ohio. He has studied with guilds to make more organ music he was acting president of Yencb-

GeologyStudents
Take Field Trip
To Iron Mountain
Flat Tires, Rock Slide,
Rain Highlight Trip
To Iron Quarries

not yet reflected that the easy
life is em pty
waste-living in
death. Kierkegaard does ncrt have
a sadist urge to see m en con
founded. W hat
does
he have
then: T w o things I believe; 1.
Love for mankind, 2. A genuine
interest in those who m ake ev
erything easier.

this has to do with music. I feel
that I must Justify the fact that
this is a music column, but that
will not restrict m e to a profes
sionally narrow subject. For this
situation music must transcend
professional grounds and become
what It really Is — a part of
Love for mankind is his begin- estheic impression, the art of
ning, for without it he would have sound.

A narrow escape from a rock
slide, four flat tires on one car,
and a night in the rain were some
of the highlights of the recent geo
logy field trip.
The advanced geology class, un
der the direction of Professor of
Music will be the hand-held fingeology, W. F. Head, took an ox- to accomplish something (which
tensive field trip Iasi weekend to lie wants to do> for It own sake — Her« that reach the sky.
Wausau and Iron Mountain.
? miserable ambition So with this
beginning, Kierkegaard finds pur'Ihre carloads of students left poge anfj meaning behind his deAppleton early Friday morning for sire to accomplish something.
Wausau, where they ate lunch and
His genuine interest in those who
studied two iron-bearing rock quar-makr everything easier is a sar
castic mockery of all systematists.
ries before continuing to Iron Life will not follow any system that
Mountain where they spent the We formulate for it. There arc fragnight. The majority of the group monts that do not fit — there are
slept in a local tourist court, but|^‘^ ‘cu^*os. . .
. r o w
I So we have love and the difficultw„ of the braver souls. Joe sehme. ll(,s ( h . i t ^
r c c n f,m I ( .d
by thatl
der and John Challinor, decided to jOVP jsj() system will synthesize
rough it and sleep out on the bare them. They are fragments to be
earth. In short, it rained.
considered separately.
...
,,
. . ..
______ Rom e of you m a v wonder what
At Iron Mountain the group saw ____________ '_______ •
several iron mines, at one, the
largest Cornish pump ever made
was located A deposit of Granville
dolomite captured the attentions of
the group at another.
Disaster nearly overtook
the
group of 11 boys and two girls at
the old Quinisec mine near Iron
Mountain. A ridge near the waterby P e tti
filled, 1000 foot deep main shaft
has been hollowed out with only
thin columns of the natural dolo
mite remaining to support the
■
‘r<M»f" of earth and rock. Shortly
after the group had left u hollow
where they had been standing and
talking for about half an hour, some
of the surrounding rock and ore
became dislodged and slid into the
W o ols —
Plaids —
hollow, completely covering the
Ch eeks — Ploin F a b 
spot.
rics. Prices from
After a late lunch in Iron Moun
tain. the group visited the only
W O M E N 'S A P P Q R E L
place on their itinerary which was
currently in operation, a marble
quarry. The workmen were not on
the job when the group was there,
so tiiey had a field day wandering
among the channels and "rooms”
in the rock.
The night was again spent in the
tourist cabins with the two previous
Students say,
Individualists being Joined by Rick
Hague, the three of whom slept under the stars again. This time the
nightly low temperature was withIng six to eight degrees of freezing.
The trip home was uneventful for
two of the three cars, but the third
one. piloted by Bob Reetz, had the
misfortune to have no less than
four flat tires.
‘Nuff said.

M e m o r ia l D r iv e
F lo r is t s
Flowers fo r the Form al

Compliments

Suelflows

to avoid d isap p o in tm en t
please place your orders early with

Anita Higgins or Dick Swenson
Our Compus Representatives

fine luggage

impudent |

a.ia,£eottie

JU ST
ARRIVED

'/ just love my

femeo cca sin. s

Parker Pen

they're so snuggly and soft”

$3.00
N a m e e n g r a v e d free.

STUDENTS
LEARN
T O D R IV E
— the —

EASY METHOD WAY
Recommended ond Approved
by Police ond Sheriff
Deportments Every
where.

Dual Control Training Car

The N e w

PA R K ËTTE

$098

SOFTEE's are the "rags" for tmart
wear and casual fashion! Shoemaler-crafted from quality glovesoft leather with flexible baHerlna
sole . . . that's Softee Moccasins.
• . . In Black or Talomino

Our complete dual control places
the students at ease and permits
them to learn to drive without ten
sion or nervousness, therefore they
gain confidence and competence
easily and quickly.

* Licensed Professional In.
struction
A Graduate, Auto Driver
Training School
*

Guaranteed
tained.

OFFICE SU PPLY

G LO U D EM A N S
& G AG E In c .

Results O b 

Let us teach you h ow to drive safely.

Rem em ber 8 3 %

of all accidents occur on straight roads under good driv
ing conditions.
phases

a n n o n

ing university.

familiar to the public.

of

Our

driving

—

specialized

training

Open

H ig h w a y ,

CALL

T R I- C IT Y A T

includes all

N ig h t

Traffic, Parking, etc.
FOR D E T A IL S

—

Appleton, Dial 3-4441
Ask for Louis Grishaber, Instructor

Driving,

I

For the Freshmen

¡until the inevitable happened again
The Lowrention
and Bill. too. went the way of all
Friday, Oct. 13, 1950
good Delts, and graduated l a s t _________________________
spring.
I
j So, you can see that the disap- S U Sp C n a a g e d CUSfO ttl—•

With an Introduction to Max/e
The Celebrity List Is Complete
by Shirley Pomeroy
Maybe you freshmen didn’t real ties to the Navy V-12 unit which
ize it, but one of the ablest mem- was then stationed here. But, alas,
bers of your welcoming committee there came a time when they too
was absent when you arrived on disappeared from campus leaving
campus last month. But, believe a forlorn pup behind. This time,
this, that all the old-timers from just as the veterans and their fam
sophomores up to professors notic ilies replaced the sailors as Lawed that Maxie wasn’t around — rentians, so they took over the va
Maxie being the not-so-young, but cated spot in Maxie’s heart.
nevertheless beloved, red cocker 1 However, upon finding that a
spaniel who has for some years veteran’s college life is anything
now been considered the campus but permanent, Maxie staked out
mascot.
|claims at the Delta Tau Delta
Maxie's college career at L aw 
Maxie
rence began about nine years ago house and seemed to find fraterni
with that of his master, Charles ty life very much to his liking. Gillham to replace his idol. T he
Klicfoth of Appleton. Neither had His favorite pal that year was a two were inseparable companions,
been here long when Charles was Delt, Bob Fritz, and although Bob
called into the army, but Maxie graduated Maxie was back the fol
stayed on. transferring his loyal lowing September, choosing Bill

¡pearance of Maxie was no small
matter — no wonder you heard
student after student inquiring as to
his whereabouts. A n d maybe you
can understand

now

3

no more m ilita ry d rill
In the column “Sentinel Files'*
the June 21, 1950 Milwaukee Sen-

the general tinel this article appeared,

sigh of relief last week when the
June 21, 1900
familiar figure was again seen in
A P P L E T O N — Because of tha
dulging in his favorite sport of
chasing sticks in front of the Dolt slipshod m,nner in which
house. It seems that Maxie had dri" inli hns bo<in c" ndllcu'd lhi*
spent his summer vacation back yoar in lhe “ bstnce of a regular
with his old master, Kliefoth, who Army officer, military drill wiU be
lives on Pacific street. Because he suspended from the curricula of
was going to be away from town Lawrence college. It has been con«
for a few days, Charles brought
the dog over to the Delts and ask- ducted at the school since the fall
ed that he be kept there until his of 1894.
master’s return.
I
*
*
*
So Maxie’s back — and school
An<*
be thankful
can go on
for small favors granted. — Kd.

Well, Kids, It's Finally Here—
The End of Atwood's Article
The beginning of this feature ap-;--- ----moonlit jags enroute we pull up at
the P«*om. We kind of float up the
stcPs and barge in on the floor,
I m a wee bit jeeped up but the
music don t sound no different to
me than some of last year’s local
vokel rag time. But the skirts real
*>’ So for it in a big way and they
the stuffs devine and all that
“ and who am 1 t0 know? It’s ondolls who know the scoop on
stuff like that, so I just cruise
*
*
*
¡along for the ride,

peared in last week's Lawrentian
but due to an error of the PostCrescent, the whole story w as not
run. In its place appeared the end
of an article about Craig R. Thompson’s n ew book. O u r apologies to
M r . Thom pson and to Cal for this
enfortunate mistake. W e are taking the liberty of reprinting the
article in its entirety because of
the m an y people w ho have requested us to do so. — E d .
by Cal Atwood

I

Who w as I to argue? If they
wanted D a m e s Horsey and Zither
Blithers to play for the prom, it
was o. k. by me. I get my discharge in June so I’ll never use
the new union anyways — least
ways not enough to matter. So
they’re sixty thousand in the hole
— when you’re in that deep anoth
er thousand more or less is not
going to fill the bill — besides it’s
no skin off my tomato.
Com es the night of the prom.
T h e babes about the cam pus are
practically swooning at the gla
m our of it all and m y gal is eat
ing it up like all the rest and
really gets decked out in a black
silk rag that really makes tne
gulp. I borrow Clancy’s bullet
proof and w e start to m ake the
rounds. A big fancy chow with
all the gang at one of the really
tippy clubs (w e gotta put on the
dog
for D a m e s
Horsey)
and
about seven scotches later (beer
ain’t good enough) I cut the guys
in on how broke I a m ar.d w e
hold a meeting in the head to
pool our chips and decide that
w e hotter get an urge to dance.

W e ’re just bozing
into the
third «*ance w hen they start givout with thal good-night
sweetheart business.
Everybody
a rush for the door so we
shove off too. W e climb aboard
and taxi down the O r m s b y trail
and I see by m y Mickey Mouse
that there ain’t going to be no
time for no good-night bussing
and I begin to wonder if I didn’t
get sold a bill of goods so m e
where along the line.

Maybe we shoulda sunk the
dough in the union but like I say
— It’s no skin off my tomato.
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So we take off and after several

LARSO N 'S PIE SHOP
Waffles - Molted Milk
Home Made Cinnamon Rolls
Fresh for Yo ur Breakfast!
H o rn e M ade P ie s, o f C o u rse
326

E. College

Phone:

A % % V .V W .V V V \ W A V y V W W W . W

1V

3-9638

A \ ,. % W . V / . V . V . \

100% wool . . . for a low 6.98
W on’t shrink, out of fit, completely washable

K O C H ...
Photographic Supplies
2 3 1 i. College A .e .

“A ko m ”

W ool

S w e a te rs

100 % wool sports sweater by A k u m . W e o r it for o44
sports occasions. Long sleeved with high
crew neckline. In colors you'll enjoy wearing. Blue, T o n ,

A

Green, Gray,
a n d large.

B ro w n , W i n e ,

C o m e in a n d

and

M a ize .

Smoll, m e d i u m ,

see this fine buy.

Men's Furnishings • . Prange's Street Floof

/
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tunc we put graphite to wood-pulp aro: Joan Cuthberson and John
| f l ^ H N H p | H £ í - ^ K l '^jÜ PP|§^jp
Bartels, Jean Radtke and Jamo« Pootter; engaged. Bud Burnett and
Nancy l.<"nard of Do Pauw; Don Pctorson and Mary shociiicr, Bill
Couples p a u s e for refreshm ent during the K o p p o A l p h a T h e t a formal held last S a tu r d a y
Donald and A « « « Liip.1*. Corinne Rinkob and Chuck Boo of Carroll,. , ^ Knights of p thios h a ||.
pinned. Thus ends Cupid s Column.
|____
3
__
7
-—
DfWii (¿amina
Wo hauled our shoulder pads and VOry haPPJ that ther* was 8Uch a,Peterson; secretary-treasurer. Maturnout in her honor.
Vion Martin; scrapbook chairman,
muscles out of the mothballs this
\rion
Through our stupidity the en-Nancy
^________ _____
_ Preston;
activity points
v o o k as tho Thotas presented
thoir
challenge for a touch football game jagement of "Mair” Donohue to chairman, Sylvia Brown; Marshalls,
x j . k „ . - <wi> a»H ,,,-. i.rivoiv nr Ken Harnish was not announced
,
November 5th and we bravely actft Jaftet and Joy Welcher; -co-social
cepted. Our coach, Dobble Robert- unul ,asl wooK. we would like to
*
•
•on. and his assistants. Wobb Hron tak«’ th*s opportunity to wish them chairmen. June Taylor and Betty,
tutd I)ur Gauthier, have been put- the best of everything (See picture) Ritter;
homecoming
chairman,,
ting us through our paces daily *** B*t* Phi
Barb Arado.
and trying to give us a knowledge
0 ,1 October ninth we all, actives
Qn ^
gocjaj sj^ 0 thanks to Do-'
o* football principles:
It really ant* Podges went to laluhlah l’ark
’
‘
should be a bitter battle.
for a picnic. Baseball and football rothy Thompson and Estie Cling-;
The pledge class hold their eloc- helped us to work up healthy ap- man. co-social chairmen, for our
lion last week and tho following potites for tho hot dogs and potato terrific pledge formal last Saturgirls wore put into office: Prosi- chips which came lator.
day at the K P Hall, and for our
«lent
Marilyn Date; Veep
Sue
Anyone want to play sheephead? first social meeting with the plodg-,
Wehrs; Secretary — Helen Stans- Alpha Chi Omega
os last Monday. We have more
bury; Treasurer __ Kay Collip;
Alpha Chi pledges have elected thanks, too. First to Buck Brown
nnd Co-social chairmen — Nancy Janet Spencer as pledge president, who introduced the pledges at the
Nolle and Marilyn Sandrock
Pat Mossing as Secretary Treasur- formal, and second to Jeannie RcyKiKtna Phi F.psllon
or and Margie Gerhard to be their nolds who got together the enter•C.ood Deal!” All of this week’s social chairman. We’re all looking tainmont for the social meeting,
activities can bo blamed on the forward to our pledge formal Sat- Don't forget football practice!
little green devils Everyone has urday at the Valley Inn
BKa Theta Pi
,i, mi
him Kappa Alpha Theta
| Announcement:
pic ture;
X
t..........
It.I- .III" IiUIi col.
»Ill* I•1«*•
I'<t into full will I '
II Moiul.i;.
Will J f ,
1m is the nucleus of that captious swing last week by electing their all certified members please be in
>v
cult — worldism. It seems that this pledge officers who are: president, attendance. First fall rushing meet.
neck they're attempting to prove Sue Hoolcy; vice-president, Mary ing will bo hold immediately after
Inspecting newly-purchased records b o u g h t for the Phi Deft
tin ir exotic ability under the root
|
record party Friday night, these couples approve . . •
bent and sprung; Sturdevant has
been wearing sergeant's stripes
and calling cadences; Rotsford's
t.ible m anners are now noticeable;
Sampler wa- caught smoking a ci
gar.
Phi

kappa

the picture taking. Brother Bill
Morris will be initiated just before
he takes the picture.
The Chapter wishes to tell all interested parties that our old friend

Miehl Ellinger and a man named
either Smith or Benutie ino one
can rjKhtly remember) have be---(Turn to Page 5)

tail

There have boon some strange
thmjifc happening at the old Phi
Man homestead this week. First
tin re was a strange cat that stray
ed into the house. One of tho fel
lows immediately adopted tho ani
mal and for several days there
Vi re strange cries in the night
«.iilit day). Now for several days
Hi no have seen hide nor hair of the
cat I ost: one cat, please return
to Merlin Schultz.
Phi Kappa Tau announces a re
ception on Saturday, Oct. 14 for all
a l u m s , relatives, actives, pledges,
fi e n d s , interested spectators, fac
ulty members and anyone else who'
v .i n t s to come. There will be free
. . . while the Delts approve the rccords at their party
lood and drink for all
too, but don't stop to inspect them.
Yours very truly.
The Phi Taus
Phi Delta Theta
After reading cupid’s corner you
have already discovered that two
more Phis are pinned, but neither
Pud Burnett nor “Throe Point"
Don Petersen were able to out
smart the brothers and both were
therefore treated to a free shower
when their romantic affairs leaked
<>ut
One engagement that keeps get
ting out of control is really a sad
situation. Last week one of the cou
ple ran away only to turn up in
Bill Ferguson's room. John Clay
was certainly glad to retrieve the
runaway turtle but already the two
turtles have separated, and he or
she is once more wandering down
the halls of Phi Delta Theta
Delta Tau Delta
Our first party of the year did
rot turn out to be too big a sucCoss — there wore only about 35
couples present. Our record collec
tion was augmented with such dan
dies as "GoodNight Irene" etc.
O P E N F R ID A Y and S A T U R D A Y N IG H T S
Now all we need is a victrola to
play them on Perhaps it would l>e
better if we didn't get a victrola
The tea Sunday afternoon turned
Out very well. Mother Parkhill was

SNIDERS

W hen
EYE

you
appeal.

buy

sports shoes you

are buying

Eye appeal depends not only o n

the w ay a shoe is styled but

how it it inudi

so it

will retain its original smartness.

Exclusively

• v lompanu-
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• • • «riM tf
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Letter to the Student Body

Bickle Calls for LUC Backing;
"Educated World Is Peaceful'

Margaret Wolf, head solicitor for!--------------,
_
#
the Lawrence United
Charities Jarve Mattes, Dave Kopplin, Dick
D O IlC ltIO I1S
drive, announced the appointment pdkey, Judy Pierce, Lois Prashis difficult.
are
born
of chairmen of the drive. Barbara er, Bob Sankowsky, Gilbert Stam-i Giving
....... «> *•
- -- We —
- - To
student body:
Lucas, Joan Arado and John Wil-mer, Hester Wolfe, Pat Woolley, " ’*1*1 v^ry little disposition for it,
th T flu,r„nr„ United ou* the experimental equipment
ley are in charge of solicitations f}arbara Zierkc Joan Kienitz Tom and
is easier for all of us to
,* .
*
«necessary* or a student in ecofrom Sage, Ormsby and Brokaw i
’ Joan
lom,
_ Charities drive represented one of
‘ y * r d siuatm
«torespectively, while ‘ Beverly Buck-ChristoPh* Charles Littlefield and think UP reasons for not g i v i n g ^ finMt digplays of student> fac. nomics attempting to learn withman will work with the town stu- Nancy Campbell, all soliciting from than 41 is to lcarn how to give. ^
administration generosity and out the ProPcr hooks and other madents, Robert Sorenson with the the town students.
But we need to learn, if for no
*
terials. We can do our part in
faculty and Christine Lipps with' ----- **-— ' ------¡kindness yet seen on this campus.
Sorenson’s faculty committee will other reas011 than for our own d<*-Thp enlire C0Uege combined forces helP*n* those who are not as forthe administration, on the project.
got bchind a wejj orf.anizcd tunate as we. They want to learn
The committee helping Miss Lu be Joyce Jerreid, Jim Wilkins, Cal velopment. And each time we give
cas at Sage will be Marjorie Slep- Atwood, Bob Strand, John Gebert, we make
8 tePs in this direction we
. . .
.
group donating over $3.r)00 to a and we can help them.
. . One of the things which is heard
ieka, Lyla Keeling, Shirley Pom Marty Benton, Barbara n ,rri«nn win victories over our selfishness.
.. , _.
...
cause which it deemed worthy. every day brings such a drive
eroy, I’atrieia Gould, Rachel Alice Tuchscherer and Mary Hoff ■I The Lawrence United
Chanties1
This year the Lawrence United even closer to home: an educated
Penn, Lois Hovorka, Kathie Laasks us all to give. We should all
ing, Betty Mitchell, Mary Wood, man.
Charities has chosen to help the world is a peaceful world. I'm
sure that there isn’t a person at
Cynthia Ferber, Nancy Fry and
Working with Miss Lipps on ad- do so* within thc limits of our abil*
Jacqueline Ilarpole.
¡ministration will be Lois Larsen.
~ happily, generously, and.
n7
VnnH.................... Lawrence who doesn’t dream about
graciously. It is a good cause. It
a world which isn’t infested by
Barbar a Boone Lola Whitmore, |Carol Bevins and Carol Ebert.
is a good opportunity. And we all All o\ei the world students have war and unhappiness. If we can
Merry Belle Kercher, Betty Zipser,
Peabody will be solicited by need the practice.
been aided by the philanthropic help the people who are using their
Dorothy Williams, Anne
Tufte,
Jean Guion, Carole Kruse, Barbara Pat Scott, Janet McConachie, and
As a matter of fact, the canvas- deeds of the WSSF.
Young men
to fight for an education,
,
.
.
now, more than ever is the time
Bessett, Helen Stansbury, Sylvia Fleanor Haligas; Sage Cottage by ser is really working in your intercolli ge age have to do it The fcw dolIars w hich
Brown, Althea Hunting, Joan Har- Gretchen Irmiger, and Suzanne est. It won’t hurt to help him along. *
Nathan M Pusey been given the opportunity to learn each and every one of us are able
rer, Helen Forwark and Jo-Ann Pe Brannon; Park House by Patri
ithrough the help of this Fund. Law- to give will do so much to help
Marilyn October 10. 1950
terson will assist Miss Arado at cia Manchester and
rence college is going to do what those who need our help so desBate; Lawe House by Bette Bohl
Ormsby.
The Brokaw committee under and Corrine Rinkob.
Q ilv o rc I o r t n r o c
U can to help those who need helP perately.
so desperately. A shipment of new
Let’s get behind this year’s L U C
Fraternity solicitors are: Sigma O I I V 6 1 S L e C T U r e S
Willey consists of David Ortlieb,
Richard Malsack, David Brown, Phi Epsilon; Donald Sturtevant and A * C n n n i c l l P l l l h
b° oks. laboratory equipment, or drive and make it another sucessGeorge Beltz, John Kiel, Wes Tay- Kermit Knudsen. Beta Theta P i : [ ^ " O p Q i l l S i l v l U D
perhaps even a hot meal will be ful enterprise undertaken by Lawlor and Richard Bledsoe.
,Richard Swenson and Robert Kru- The next meeting of Los Charla- Riven to somc student* somewhere, rence college students. We proved
Under the direction of Miss Buch- <’cke. Delta Tau Delta; Richard Lu- dores will be on Wednesday, Octo- who doos not have the same op- that we could do it last year and
man will be Emmy Bunks, Steve th»n and Greg Wanberg. Phi Kap- ber 1» and will be held on the first Porll,,liti<*s as we do. It’s difficult to we'll prove that we can do it
Busch, Lynn Casper, Ladd Coburn, Pa Tau; Len Newendorp and Ron- floor of Panhellenic house. A busi- imagine a student attempting to again.
Dick Bickie
Kay Collip, Peggy Hill. Jim Hoel, aid Blyth. Phi Delta Theta; Robert ness meeting will be held first to take a c°i‘rsc
chemistry with-1
m M cC o y and John Clay.
elect a new secretary.
Arthur B o e h m e , T o m W a r r e n a n d
The program will consist of a
(Continued from Page 4)
J a m es Patten will solicit for North short skit by members of the Span-!
c o m e sa lesm e n for the C . G . Light H o u se , South H o u s e will be solicit- ish club and a talk by Carrie Sil-1
a n d P o w e r C o m p a n y of B u r n in g ed by G e o r g e C h a n d le r an d Jo h n ver on “ My Summer in Guatema-,
S t u m p , W isconsin (n e ar O n a l a s k a — G eb ert, L a w r e n c e H o u s e by Paul la.” Spanish records will be play-,
Also W is c o n s in ).
Eaton.
ed and refreshments will be servW IT H A C O N V E N IE N T
M o r e d a rn a n n o u n c e m e n t s this
^
ed T h oy W U 1 p ia y “ L a C a n a s t a ” |

MODERN DRY CLEANERS

w e e k — there will be a
party ( ‘record
refers to
g r a p h rather than w orld 's)

record S p i e g e l b e r q , C r O W , J o n e s .
phono.
,
tomor- i p e C I K a t IR Q . / V l e e t i n g

row night The pledge dinner ».II

»i k '

„■
' ly "

L .,st ni, h|

-pm

|n

or El B r id g e ” a n d sing Sp anish ,
songs. A n j o n c interested is invite d to attend

POSTAL
FOR

WoJ

Chester
Ari center.
Miss Norma. Photographer
Opening
_...
. r. - , .
3
r
■

Alpha Delta Pi

S U B S T A T IO N

BUSY

STUDENTS

222 E. College A rt,

Our

a lu m s h a v e a n n o u n c e d that
’*
'
'
' n
' T
' \ O n L a w r e n t ia n Sto ff
. . .
.
.
M iss A n n e Jones, all m e m b e r s of
^
*v »n
ve, ■
uy
m (n
<)^ it it to ia e
oui
fa c u itVf spoke at the first meetApplications for photographer of
ro o m s .
l a le c u u t n
y consuei ^
of ^
International Relations the Lawrentian are being accepted,
ing exotic color s c h e m e s ! La st Sun- . . .
. . . .
.. .
,
,
.,
, ,
,
. . __ ___ .
club.
according to Anita Higgins, editor.
cay
h P<-'( s i » aiu ac i\es n u
j T h e three gave 15 m inute speeches
Former photographer, Richard
le roo m s i»i a co t p ar y.
u . s rejatjng experiences
they
h a d Stults, has resigned because of oth-

nw y an

a goo

ac w j1jje jn E ur0 p0 ^ j s summer. A er committments. All applications
discussion period betw een
m em - should be addressed to the editor.
will be held October 21 at the Con
bers of the a udience a n d the speak- stating previous experience and
way Hotel. The L. E. had a party
ers followed e a c h talk.
listing other activities.
too.
Kappa Delta
Party, Party, the KD's had a
TH A T H AN DSOM E, CASUAL LOOK
party. Monday ni^ht after meeting
B E G IN S W I T H T H E H A IR
the pledges and actives sang songs
Fxpert Haircuts Given at
and had refreshments. (Naturally
— no food, no party) Nancy Orth
furnished music for the occasion
119 V Oneida St.
by means of her uke.
Our wonderful pledge class elect 3o co oo o o o o o oo x o oecooocs»c»ccoi
ed officers lately. Results of the
competitionn were: president — Sue
Pils, vice-president — Jean Zicbell,
secretary — Louise Bohman, trea
surer ---Marilyn Eckerdt, schol
arship — Diana Fisher, activities
— Karla Porter, social Chairman
Barb Holmes, song chairmen —
Mary and Nancy Witham.
Nancy and Mary captained the
group in composing a brand new
pledge song as a present for the
actives.
^
\
ARROWHEAD

V .V M M

ime was

Y

CONWAY HOTEL BARBER SHOP

The
ft

C o n vo y

GENERAL
OFFICE
SUPPLY

by
#

All

IA»

jtIJC C

Inspired by Winston Church
ill's wartime garb...and
popularized by the movie,
“ The Third Man” . . .these
free V easy wool coats are
a winter sensationi
Its rough V ready style

Schoo l S u p p lies
o f all k i n d s
214

E. College

T read as softly as an Indian in this smart new
Joyce . . . wide sabot strap and crisp fringe
o ro u n d the moccasin-like toe
One from a
F A S T ,D E P E N D A B L E
S E R V IC E ,

LOW

w ardro be of Joyces
In Saddlesoft Leather ..................................1 0 . 5 0

1 to 3 D A Y SERVICE
Crystals Fitted While U-Wait

is typified by the wood toggle fasteners and rope loops.
The attached hood has o
convenient throot-latch and
snap adjustments. In Camel
Ton. J . M . I .........

22.50

P R IC E S

EXPERT W O R K M A N S H IP
GUARANTEED

W A i f e ’- 1

SH O E S

Berggren Bros. Sport Shop
121 N. Appleton St.

MM

| («ikNI »»•

Phone 3-9536
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V ik e s M e e t Pioneers at
W h itin g Field T o m o rro w
Need Win to Keep
Knox Smashes
Pennant Hopes Alive
Vikings: 33-7

Th e Press B o x
B Y B IL L F E R G U S O N

After the Lawrence college cross
country Team’s big victory over
the University of Wisconsin JV's,
Coach A. C. Denney was probably
all smiles. He had good reason to
be for it indicated that barring injuries the Vikings should once
again rule the roost as conferencc
champions.
The
rem arkable
reversal of
form by Captain Bill Sievert w h o
won first place after placing 12
out of the 13 m en who ran in
the Marquette
meet indicates

that the w isdom tooth infection
which he has had 1s pretty well
beaten and that the team should
r*»»*y
rolling n o w . Paul Elsherry, w ho w a s just nipped out
of f,rst Pl» ce b* Sievert did ex^ «»«e ly
tor running in his
first meet of the season. T h e
long waiting period which he un
derwent before he
could
get
transportation back to the States
apparently didn’t affect his run
ning any.

At 2 p.m. tomorrow afternoon on
Bob McCabe. “ Mac” is the best
Whiting field the Lawrence college
In addition to these two stars,
Vikings will play host to the visit- passer on the Vike squad, and on
Don Helgeson (who was the top
tog Grinnell Pioneers. This game, a good day he is capable of run-j
Vike against Marquette), Bud IngCapitalize on Defense
which will mark the first home ap ning with the best of them.
lis, Bob Hill, Larry Nelson, Sonny
pearance of the 1950 Vike gridiron
Weakness at Ends
As he has done ever since the
Melt/
and
Elwood
Horstmann
machine, will have an important
should give the Vikes power all
bearing upon the Midwest confer 1949 season ended, Coach Heselton1 A hard-fighting Knox
eleven
the way. Beloit, Grinnell and Cor
ence race.
has been continuing his search for
smashed
down
the
Lawrence
colnell promise to be threats to the
In pre-season
a couple of capable ends. All yearL
Vlkm(;s
Saturday by ,
Vike
crown but in view of the fact
figuring
both
Ion* he has been scanning his pros score o(
c>pltaUlta)|
, de.j
that every man is back from last
Lawrence and {»ects, hopeful of coming up with
year's
championship
squad I’ll
fen&ive weakness at the ends the
Grinnell
were
really stick my neck out and ride
something. Don Pawer, who was an Knox backs ran at will to hand,
Sievert and Elsberry
along with the Blue and White.
slated for top
all - conference the Vikes the worst licking since1
*
*
*
Take First, Second
positions along
tackle in 1947, before the war. The victory was!
The surprising and overwhelming
with Ripon. So
has
found
it the seventh straight for Knox over
far
all three
difficult
to a period of two seasons and was Coach Art Denny’s Vike harriers'defeat by Knox last weekend seems
teams h a v e
make the switch rated the biggest upset of the year pounded out a sound victory at Ma- to point out again the fact that the
dison last Saturday over the Uni- league is tougher all the way along
m a n a g e d to
from tackle to in the conference,
lose their first
end. His punt-1 The Vikes drew first blood, bow versity of Wisconsin J V ’s 21 to 3 7 . the line and that every team will
c o n f e r ing has contin- ever, on a 32 yard pass from tail* Our boys made a remarkable show-,be contending for the champion
ing in placing ship. The Vikes were bad and
ence
game
and
ued to be terri- back Phil Haas to end Ray SpanHeselton
1 st,
2 nd,
4 th, there isn't any doubt about it.
it figures that
fic,
but,
al-'genberg. Bill Cerny kicked the ex6 th, and 8 th to
When this writer talked to Bernie
tta• tea in that has any championthough he has tra point. After that the roof caved
Wisconsin’s 3rd Heselton about the prospects last
ahip ambitions will have to go
been
working in on Lawrence. The passing of
5 th,
7 th,
10 th, spring he pointed out the positions
through the rest of the campaign
hard, he has quarterback Ken Lundeen and the
and 12 th.
,where the team would be weak
Without tasting defeat. The team
p.mgenbcrg
discovered that running of sophomore fullback Pat
Sievert
and and those predictions were subthat comes out on the short end to- Paying end is a little bit different.' Fairman were the principal causes
Elsberry
led stantiated pretty well in the game
■Borrow can probably oil but can- At the other end, Ray Spangen- of the Vike downfall. Fairman
the
Vike
team
last week. If some things are ilcel any hopes that thev had for
___...
,
T
.
\
. ..
.
*>crg has been anything but sensa racked up 140 yard* in only 14
in placing 1 st lustrated to a team by a bad beatfinishing on top of the heap. Al-1
.
running attempts for an average of
and
2 nd
re- *nS. then perhaps a little of the
though it does shape up as a close ,on‘l so ^ar- Ray is capable of ten yards per try.
spectively,
with
sting of defeat may be eliminated.
race for the crown, it doesn't add really sharing passes and if he
The first Siwash score came on, ^mm
At any rate, it is doubtful that
up that n team with two defeats start* catching some of those that a Lundeen to Hoehn pass. A Fair-i
Sievert
Sievert
runany team in the conference will
will Min it.
man
to
Albright
pass
accounted
..
.
__
r‘,ns
,a
£ood
have been trickling off his fingers.
Both the Vikes and the Piofor the second T D Two morn rnn« time °f 17:27 over a 3 2 mile course finish the seasons play undefeat
■eerw m a d e their first Midwest
1
fa,U8C tl?e Vikc fRns to 8it,by Fairman accounted for touch- which was extremely muddy from ed and in that fact there lies
•onfereitee ga m es of the year up and take notice.
downs number three and four and ra’n^ the night before. Elsberry hope for the Vikes. If the K n o x
Possibly the only bright spot in
gam e had been w on the going
something that they would rather
a Lundeen to Verner pass account must be commended for his fine
forget. U w r r n r e w a s badly beat last w eek’s g am e, at least as far ed for the final tally of the game. showing since he has only been would have been a lot easier but
as Viking fans are concerned,
en by Knox 33-7, although L a w 
Knox had three of its touchdowns working out with the team for as it is now the pressure will be
was the return to action of the
rence did score first and mancalled back in addition to the ones about a weck since his delayed on all the w a y . T h e g a m e to
two Vike fullbacks, Bruce Bigar.ed to lead 7-0 for a short lime,
return from Europe w’here he spent morrow is going to be a tough
which they scored.
ford and Don Exner. Both of
(■linnell had beaten ('arleton 19-7
the summer. Wayne Boshka the one.
them showed that they had recov
Grinnell got a big surprise when
with :tfl seronds remaining, most
only sophomore on the Vike team
ered completely from Iheir Injur
•f the people were on thrir way
looked very good and as the sea- Carleton knocked them out in the
ies, and this week they ouclit to
•u t when ('arleton snatched the
son progresses he will undoubted- ,ast rninute of the game last weck
be at their peak. With Fxner and
gain«* away front (irinnell in the
ly be pushing our top runners for and wil1 be eager to prove that the
Hicford set and Botsford right be
last half minute of play. The
honors Helgeson. Inglis. and Meltz experts knew what they were talkhind those two, the Vikes will be
fin.tl score of that g a m e was
in finishing 4th. 6 th and P.th show- inS about when they picked the
stronger at the bucking hack
('arleton 21, <*rinnell 19.
ed some fine running in bringing Pioneers as top contenders. In
Opposition's Harriers
For the third time in as many post than they have been for a
turn, the Vikes know exactly what
the victory to the Vikes.
Considered Mediocre
gomes Lawrence will be called up- long time.
Anyone unfamiliar with c r o s s t*10 job ahead of them entails and
Pending
last
line-up
on to stop the T-formation. Also.
might iaxe
take note mat
that nrst
first s 0 a11 y°u ians »
can
" , minute
..... 7.7 '
.
On Ortnhflr id
____ _ country migni
■**« look forward
Bke Carroll and Knox, Grinnell fea- changes, the Vikes will probably
4
^
aeainst j » plaro scorcs 1 point, second 2, and to s°me real playing on the field
lures a strong backfield with plen- open with the
tT of speed and deception. The bas started both games to date.
are ranked and tallied in that man-'
mainspring of their backfield is the That would have Spangenberg and country team.
The new Grinnell ner. The team score is determined
Pioneers’ fullback, Clark Kingery. P*wer at the ends, Nitzsche and
...V.
.
^
h?S ”n,Iy
the Points score by the
Pioneer coach. Hank Brown, calls Meyer at tackles, Reinicke and three reuTrning~lctterm*cn"to bols- first4to‘a,in«
five men on each team.
ter
this
year’s
squad
of
twenty
#!<• improvement of Kingery one Webers at the guards, and Born
Of the things that has most pleased at center. The backfield will have ltl(‘n- Tom r,aK°* Edwin J arkson. 1ciacJs w^
r U‘
rnorninR
oin thin
willj ^run
against
Grinnell
Colhim Kingery is one of 13 return- B°y a at quarter. Shields at right ai?d ( ftPtain B rcU Taylor, all of .
h gym.
-—
»
.
.
. . . . .
whom
u r » c a n n ro
nt
„ i k . ___ •« I IO C
half,
Exner
or
Bigford
at
fullback.
whom
aro
seniors.
Of
these
three
fcig lettermen, nine of whom are
•cniors. The lettermen are bolster- and McCabe or Haas at left half, Jettermen Brett Taylor is by far
ori by a flock of 20 sophomores, These are the boys that will carry ,
)Cst and W|U ^finitely give our
One of the biggest factors help
many of whom are doing regular most of the load tomorrow, and (,P ,un,u'ls a toriific fight for ining Lawrence college to bring grid
they
can
be
expected
to
do
a
good!
laurels
over
the
Lawrence
duty ¿ind doing it very capably.
championships to the Appleton
course.
The
Vikings,
although they job
campus the past few seasons has
Last year in the conferencc cross
W e r e soundly whipped last week, |
been the Appleton area players,
country
meet
in
which
Lawrence
• mi be expected
to rebound
who have stayed in their home
placed
first
and
Grinnell
third,
■troiiKly this werk and give Grin
town for college. Of the 37 men on
Brett Taylor finished sixth behind,
ned a rough afternoon. It is
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Brown scored a Delt touchdown on
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a long pass from Wilson, and Sackett caught a pass for the conver
sion. The game was marked by
Dance Club Meeting
many interceptions.
The second excursion of the L a w - ---------------------Beta Theta Pi, 25 Sigma Phi Ep The Modern Dance club will
rence college recreation depart- 8uar3nteed to provide lots of fun,
silon, 13 — The game started out hold its first meeting of the year
„
. „
. . i , __. c
,
..
especially when the ski season beas a rout for the potent Beta aggre-1 at 7 p.m on Thursday, October 19
ment was held last Sunday afterTU
*
...
Phi Taus Surprise
*
gins. The next excursion will be a
gation as they scored almost at in the campus gym. Everyone in
noon as a group of thirty-six stu- hiking trip and picnic lunch at High
will in the first two periods. The terested is invited to join. It's lots
League
With
Potent
dents took an enjoyable canoe trip Cliff Park this Sunday afternoon.
^huz Wilson to Ward and Robert of fun and absolutely no talent i8
through
the
beautiful Waupaca See Harvey Kuester Northhouse,
Machine; Indes Out
son combine waws unstoppable in necessary.
chain of lakes. The trip was plan for information.
the early part of the game. How
Many people have inquired about Beta Theta Pi and Phi Kappa ever, in the second half the Sig the half ended on another pass
ned by Harvey
Kuester, form- the Crystal River Float Trip which Tau are at present setting the pace Ep defense stiffened and in the from Wilson to Green. One of the
er Vike fullback was to be held this fall. The in the young Interfraternity touch fourth quarter they struck quickly extra points was successful, and
and now Direc- Recreation Department hus decid- football race as both teams have 'for two touchdowns, playing at the Delts led at the half 13 0. In
tor of Recrea- ed 1 1.» water is just too cold for yet to be denied in their first three least on even turns with the Betas. the third quarter the Delts scored
again on a lateral and a pass from
tion. Mr. Goes- this trip but it will be held for games. The Betas were expected ! Games of Tuesday, October 10
er, new Relig- sure in the early month of May. to be strong with a large number Phi Kappa Tau 14 Phi Delta Theta. Wilson to Glosser to Green and
ion
professor This trip consists of shooting the of veterans, while the Phi Taus '8 — The Phi Taus continued their) Green also caught a pass for the
served as chap- Crystal River Rapids which should have been the surprise of the winning ways at the expense of the extra point.
eron.
¡be great sport to the out-of-doors league, having built a potent ma- Phi Delts. Chuck Muchlhauser in S T A N D I N G S — O C T . II
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Soon
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Delta Tau Delta
By virtue of a forfeit last Thurs afterwards, he caught a long pass Phi Delta Theta
I
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"
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where a mu-;
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hot dogs
in Upper-classwomen’s dormitories
Results of games played Oct. 5 I The only scoring in the second
scum
oddities
of interest.
nothingof flat.
The was
students
were recently elected officers for the Dclts, IS Phi Dells, 0 — The Delts half was a safety caused by the
very impressed with the fall colors year.
jscored late in the second quarter Phi Taus being caught in their end
and scenic beauty. Many of the; At Russell Sage, Sue Edwards on a pass from Wilson to Glosser, zone.
students were surprised to see such was elected president, Barbara and again in the same quarter Delts 20, Sig Eps, 0 — On the
a wilderness in the middle of Wis- McBride, head proctor, Mary Lois ,when a bad center gave the Delts comeback trail after their defeat
consin.
Canoing
also presented Laumann, social chairman, and a safety. The scoring was complct- by the Betas, the Delts thumped
,the Sig Eps with an effective pass T h e corn planters a n d the
somewhat of a problem to the in- Ethel Clingman, treasurer,
experienced at first but after a 1 Officers at Peabody Hall are women transfer students, the fol ing attack and a stout defense, al m ilk m aid s of '5 4 are c o m in g
short time, all became veteran pad- Sarah Spencer, president; Nancy lowing officers were chosen: Jean though several times the Sig Eps
to the c a m p u s o n
dlers.
iPeters, secretary-treasurer; Judy Ziebell, president; Suzanne Pils, marched down the field running
November 3.
This trip was the second of many Schaller, social chairman; and Jan-secretary-treasurer; Salley Kelley, out of downs within striking dis
excursions to be held this year by et McConachie, head proctor,
social chairman;
and Barbara tance. The Dclts scored early on
W A T C H FOR T H E M !
a pass to Glosser and again before
the Recreation Department. All are At La we house, a dormitory for Spandet, L W A representative.
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Phi Taus, Betas
Lead Greeks
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Vote in Dormitory;
ihto^h"’«£¿2 Upperclass Women
El©Ct NfiW OfflC6fS

WERE
MOVING BACK
TO THE FARM!
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th e m a in h a ll m a s s a c r e . . .

from the editorial board

d o rm d inne r m eetings-final
touch or the last straw ???
Every Wednesday evening, all residents of iirokaw opinion, not specifically in regard to dormitory meet id Ormsby
and
Ormsby halls must attend a dinner and house mgs, but of all discussion meetings in general, \a
meeting at their dormitory These meetings seem to they ore not in favor of this sort of meeting unless
be designed to acquaint new students with the work the students themselves are strongly behind it. And
ings of the school, and with the aims and ideals of these are the people who will be called upon to make
liberal arts education. Apparently those for whom the "after dinner speeches.”
What real good is accomplished by the dormitory
the meetings are intended do not feel that they are as
Very little, ii any, which could not be
beneficial as those responsible for their existence like meetings?
_
to think they are. Of course, there are many things accomplished through the regular convocation proiii lif«. which one does not thoroughly enjoy taut which grams, plus short house meetings in the noimitorieB
when something comes up which is really important
are good for one.
It cannot be denied, however, that tlic meetings enough to require group action.
On the other hand, what harm is done? Finding
are unpopular. Perhaps forcing people to take
enough time to study or to attend the many fine
•omething to which they emphatically object, even
But, prof, I h a d to c o m e all the w a y fro m fourth floor!
programs planned by the many organizations on
if it doesn't seem like a particularly bitter pill to
campus, is problem for nearly all students. Last
awallow, will, in the long run. tlo more harm than
year's “ 4 to 6 ” Issue seams to substantiate this.
good.
It may be all very well to want the freshmen to
Another point which seems unjust is requiring
people to conie to a meal, any meal. We have com- feel that they are part of something, but let us make
pulsory attendance at classes and at convocation. [it Lawrence college as a whole rather than a dormiMust we also take roll at dinner? And. in the case of , tory.
Students that come here to school do so supposedly
Brokaw, why should upperclassmen living in the
freshmen dormitories be forced to attend these meet because they want to learn to think and act intelli
¡the Rock Jr. during the dark hours
by Gebert
ings" If this program Is so inadequate that a student gently for themselves. We realize that we must have
Anything Mr. Jack B. Glasner of the night.
cannot be orientated in one year's time, perhaps it is some rules, but can t we give freshmen, and all stu
dents. the chance to mature and develop without be wants to write about the school, or
However, this assumption may
totally useless.
Faculty members have been heard to express the ing subjected to an excess of planned activity?
about the fraternity system, or be false, for during the past sev«
eral weeks we have noticed that
about me, is perfectly all right—
the foliage of the trees has also
Letter to the Editor
because Jack is the smartest and undergone a quite similar pro
from the editorial board
cess of changing coloration. Ev
the sweetest boy at this school.
A N D S O M E D A Y , when he rec eryone knows that the tree
leaves go through these color
ognizes the glaring truth that he
changes each autumn, and this
has absolutely no literary ability,
Naturally the students receiving ers in the annual Lawrence harvery self-evidently is altogether
too large a project for any per
H E M IG H T E V E N B E C O M E A
personal benefactions from you ci-'vost,
, .
. - J True generosity never wishes to
.
son or group of persons to u n 
G
O
O
D
W
A
S
H
R
O
O
M
A
T
T
E
N
D

ti/ens of this valley are grateful ^ rt.VeaIed and there is no need
dertake, particularly at night.
ANT!
for your support and interest We lo PiUCidate the incident here, but ■■
On the other hand, this nocturn«
•
*
do not attempt to express their ap- several Appleton men collaborated t 0 the editor:
Recently the Rock (the bl* one ?' pa‘" tin*
‘ha‘v sprin((
preciation, but rather our own to (just this last week) to uncover a Lincoln once said:
J
**
from the hand or hands of a perin front ci Main halli and the son or group of persons bent only
you for making it possible for so giant lode of happiness for a Lawmany of them to l>e our fellow-shar- rence student. Our thanks to you. don’t shoot too high - -aim lower Rock Jr. (the little one in front on performing black-hearted tomand the common people will un- 0( scjencc han, have both reCeived foolery. If so. we brand all mich
¡derstand you. They are Ihe ones , l ( . r r i ( i c shena<;king, or actually. £ 7 * ° " *
SUnging n a m e ~
from the editorial board
you want to reach — at least, they:
4
...
, .. ' ^
''B L A C K G U A R D S !
> » ihP nrn.«
«..h t to L r h 1 terrific painting. On several
Remember - that our Rock, and
arc the ones you ought to reach mornings these two stones have our Rock Jr § merit and demand
The educated and refined people been covered with a thickly be- thc full respect which, as the two
will understand you anyway, if smeared coating of gaudy fresh largest pebbles* in captivity, is due
Lawrence United Charities is teachers to help other students you aim toQ hiRh
r idpag w m paint. Each time the paint was of to them!
the midst of Its annual'»™* Wachera.
I
'
a different hue. We thus assume
*
*
*
M ow
There are still many people who K
neaas or me masses, that a person or group of persons,
We wish to bring to your attendrive for donations. The money m ,e d aj, the help that' we can give and only hit those who need no in a mood of complete frivolity, tion a story that puts a new and
has been painting the Rock and somehow moving twist on a famicollected will be given to the World them, so let us do our best. When hitting.”
— ijar and shallow theme.
Student Service Fund, an organi/.a- an LU C Solicitor calls, each of us
y/v quote this because we feel ------------- ert feels as Robert Browning did
Last summer a professional neWon supported by students and sh o uld give all that he can afford.L,^
m
in “ The Inn Album:”
gro baseball team of high stand
jw ritten solely for a few* select per-1
Better have failed in high
ing hired two young white base
aim, as I, Than vulgarity in
ball players. This action was un
letters to the editor
sons at Lawrence. Mr. Gebert could
the low aim succeed, —precedented. In a press release
at Lawrence. Mr. Gebert could
As. God be thanked! I do not.
the president of the organization
certainly raise his literary “ Hoop
However, it seems to this hum announced to the team’s colored
er Rating" by appealing LFSS to ble writer that perhaps the ans
fans, and to the world, “ Make
the “psuedo — intellects” and writ wer is Oscar Wilde’s bit of wis
no mistake! We hired these two
ing more for the ST U D E N T S on dom in “ Lady Windermere's
boys strictly on their ball-playing
.this campus.
Fan:” We are all in the gutter,
ability —- not as freaks or cur
Ruf Clapp and Jim Prims but some of as are looking at the
iosities!**
To the editor:
Perhaps, gentlemen. Mr. Geb- the stars.” — Ed.
RIPOSTE!
As 1 was eagerly paging through uf th(Mr intended demolition of

note to citizens of valley

lower the aim,
gebert! you're

th*y still need u s .. .

watch out for the atomizers!
who knows? they may be reds

last week's Lawrentian. in my us- ^w re n c e college as T H E import•*i discriminating way. i noted ant i;enter of ,carnin* ln tho Mid* beyond the ivory tower
several ads of a very peculiar var- die West.
They had the audactiy to sug
tetv Kven I, in spite of being In
gest
things like perfume sales
ordinately perceptive, was not im
mediately struck with their oddity men. new courses, up-to-the-min
and it was only some time later ute corsages, some sort of hy
that I gave the matter several brid animal of the skunk family,
hour's thought.
mouthwash, a new type of gal
The ads stated bluntly and
oshes. chewing tobacco, plants
by Harry C’lor
openly to "Watch for the Atotn- sent to us from Canada and oth
military and economic resources would be long and tenuous and
Isers.” In my mind there is no er things of such irrelevant na
By the time this article appears
doubt about the character of the ture as to make me certain of United Nations forces will probably would work to the obvious ad American air power would be
vantage of the Kremlin. Further greatly superior.
Atomi/ers. It has come to my
their occupation of the “ ivory be streaming into North Korea. more, the desire of the Korean
Furthermor, this would hardly
ears in the last few weeks, since
tower” (a meaningful phrase I This is the result of a U N General people for national unity should be the most favorable issue for the
1 make it my policy to he alpicked up in my Medieval As Assembly decision passed over be respected. It is to our ad Kremlin to fight on. It would be a
wa\s abreast of the current Is tronomy class the other day).
whelmingly on October 8 . The vantage to get behind the grow war against the United Nations and
sues. that there Is some feeling
At any rate, my object in writ- question of what we would do when ing Fast Asian Nationalism.
in defense of what the whole nonof late in this country against
ing this letter is to suggest that our troops reached the 38th par- There has been considerable fear communist w-orld has called “ naka group called Communist* who
are supposedly connected
In you look into this matter by fore- allel had been a burning one to that the crossing of the 38th par- ed aggression” . There is every insome way with Russia and Rus- ing your business manager to sup- Western diplomats and politicians; allel would bring Russian troops dication that the Russians are not
nia. so I have heard, may have ply you with the source of this and up until a few days before into North Korea and thus precipi- ready for and do not desire a genIhe secret of our new atom ad that we may do something be- the UN vote. American policy mak- tate World War III. It was argued eral W ar at this time.
fore it is too late.
ers had refused to announce a de- that the Russians could never alThese facts help to explain
bomb. This astonishing group of
Sincerely, cision.
low their communist satellite to be their otherwise mysterious aloof
facts, when put together, can
Joo McSmarthy
Now as we look back upon the occupied by American troops — ness from the conflict. From the
mean only one thing.
question
it becomes apparent that the Russians simply could not beginning they have insisted that
The Atomizers are a Communist
Get on the stick, McCoy! You that this was the only decision
afford such a loss of prestige in this was a “civil war” and have
group which takes peculiar plea- want that Congress should In
we could rationally have made. East Asia.
maintained a rigid hands-off pol
*ure in giving us advance warning vestigate us! — Fd.
The artificial separation of Kor
As things stand now- it does not icy. This enables the Russians to
ea into two sections — one Amer seem probable that the Soviets will save face — to explain to their
ican dominated and one Russian intervene. If they did not step in people and the peoples of other
dominated, was the occasion for two months ago when any slight Communist countries that actual
Puhlohcd every work during the college year
vacation* b> thr laurrn- the present warfare. If we were aid to the Communists would have ly the North Korean defeat was
now to stop at this artificial almost certainly meant victory. not a Russian defeat.
Man Hoard of Control of l.iwrrnrr college, Appleton. W iv
Kntcrod • • 'frond elava matter September .•«*. I'M«, at thr post office at Appleton,
boundary, all the fighting would they can hardly be expected to do Generally speaking, this whole
W l v . under thr art of M irfh ;t, IS*". Printed h* thr I’ost l'uMi*hing company, A p 
have accomplished nothing. The so now with the invasion smashed incident has resulted in a victory
pleton. Wll. Subscription rate« arc $•.* %fl prr year. fl.tA per »einealer.
■Cdltor-ln-chlcf ................ ......... ................................. .....................................
Koreans,
with Russian and most of the army trapped or for the foreign policv of the United
ii»« Uligini North
Phone S -«**01
equipment
and
training,
would be annihilated. The Chinese Commu- States and for the United Nations
............................................................................................................................. R o b e r t M c C o y
in a position to strike at any nist armies in Manchuria are not The U.S. has parried a Russmi
I'honr t-ifil
L A W K I N T I A N B O A R D o r r u N T I l O l — Richard nickle. Anne P. Jone«, Harlan S
time, and we would have to keep sufficient to risk an open war with thurst. and the U N
has dealt
Kirk. Robert Mri #* and thr editor.
large forces in constant readi- the
rapidly
accumulating U N quicklv and effectively with a?f e A ' V K t N I I A N R D I T O R I A I . I I O U l l l — John Arhuthnot. ('»Ivin Atwood.
C.eorge
Chandler John Oebert, Joyce tlerried. Allan Mink, Arthur Modder. John Nrl- ness in South Korea and Japan
forces As for the Russians them- gression. Next time the aggressor
•on and the editor.
• The resultant strain upon our selves, the supplj lines to the front will ihink twice.

n o w a r o v e r k o r e a n - c o m m u n is t s
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